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Disaggregating Input-Output Models

Abstract
This Technical Document describes the steps to disaggregate an industry
sector in an I-O table using Python. A disaggregation method that based on
weight factors is used in this document. The calculation has three parts. The
rst part is to calculate the disaggregated input matrix DIM, which represents
all the input from common sectors into the new sectors. The second part is to
calculate the disaggregated output matrix DOM, which represents all possible
output weights of new sectors into common sectors. The last part is to calculate
the intra matrix DINM, which represents the allocation of intra-industry sales
in the disaggregated sectors. This document states the problem and introduces
the calculation method of the paper by Wolsky (1984), then follows with an
example based on the data of the paper by Linder et al. (2013).
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Introduction

Aggregation bias has long been recognized in the context of input-output modeling
(Miller and Blair 2009). Jackson and Comer (1993) and Comer and Jackson (1997),
for example, have discussed methods for constructing disaggregated national IO accounts using older disaggregated benchmark accounts, and Lahr and Stevens (2002)
have discussed aggregation issues in the context of national table regionalization. In
the context of environmental input-output modeling, the aggregation takes on additional importance because of the potentially dramatic emissions coecient dierences
among the subsectors comprising an aggregate sector. This Technical Document reviews and provides python code for implementing Wolsky's 1984 IO table disaggregation method using the data on which Lindner's (2013) founded his work.
1.1

Problem Statement

Figure 1 shows a schematic example of the original I-O table, which includes the common sectors from S1 to SN +1 . Suppose SN +1 is the sector that will be disaggregated.
1

Three matrix partitions could be dened from Figure 1:
matrix OM and Intra matrix INM

Input matrix IM, Output

. Let A be the technical coecient matrix of the

original (N +1)×(N +1) economy. aij is the element of the A matrix, for i, j = 1 to N .

Figure 1: Schematic example of an original I-O Table
Figure 2 shows a schematic example of the disaggregation I-O table from Figure
1. The sector SN +1 is disaggregated into n new sectors from SN∗ +1 to SN∗ +n . The three
corresponding disaggregated matrices could be dened from Figure 2:

Disaggregated

input matrix DIM, Disaggregated output matrix DOM and Disaggregated intra matrix

. A∗ is the technical coecient matrix that describes the same economy as A

DINM

with the only dierence being that the last sector (sector N +1) has been disaggreaged
into n distinct sub-sectors. Matrix A∗ is of size (N + n) × (N + n). a∗ij is the element
of the A∗ matrix, for i, j = 1 to N + n.

Figure 2: Schematic example of the disaggregation I-O Table
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1.2

Disaggregation Calculation

Following Wolsky (1984), let σk be the weight ratio of the total output of the kth new
sector to the total output of the disaggregated sector: σk = x∗N +k / xN +1 , for k = 1 to
n. The total output produced by the sector to be disaggregated must be conserved,
P
so σk =1. The disaggregation estimation can be made for the unknown technical

coecients by assuming that the new sectors have identical technologies and they
supply the other sectors proportionally to their output weights. The relationship
between the technical coecient matrices A and A∗ could be described as follows.
Because the common sectors in matrix A∗ are unchanged, the rst N sectors of both
models are identical. It could be described as
a∗ij = aij ,

for i, j = 1, . . . , N

(1)

Since new sectors are assumed to have identical technologies, the technical coecients
of the new sectors are equal to the sector to be disaggregated. This could be described
as
a∗i,N +k = ai,N +1 ,

for i = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . , n

(2)

Since the supply from the new sectors to the other sectors are assumed to be proportionally to their output weights, it could be described as
a∗N +k,i = σk aN +1,i ,

for i = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . , n

(3)

The technical coecients of the intra matrix could be described as
a∗N +k,N +k0 = σk aN +1,N +1 ,

2
2.1

for k = 1, . . . , n

(4)

Example
Case Description

This section uses the data of the paper by Linder et al. (2013) as an example, to
disaggregate sector 23 (electricity production, heat and water distribution and supply)
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of the Chinese I-O table into nine new sectors. The original 42 × 42 sectors matrix
will be disaggregated into a 50 × 50 sectors matrix nally.
Two sets of weight factors were derived in the paper. One set comprises the
input weight factors ρk = x∗N +k / xN +1 , which split all inputs into the new electricity
production sectors from the common sectors, by denition

Pn

k=1

ρi,k =1. The input

weight factors are derived by taking the weighted sum of the power plants Operation
and Maintenance costs and annual electricity generation output.
The other set comprises the output weight factors wk , which split the output
of the new electricity production sectors into all the other sectors, according to the
regionally weighted industry consumption mixes, by dention
2.2

Pn

k=1

wk,i =1.

Calculation

With the familiar denition of the I-O models, the amount of good i that sector j
consumes from sector i is noted as zij , and we have aij = zij /xj . In this case, for the
rst 41 sectors, the models are identical. That is, zij∗ = zij , for i, j = 1 to 41. We
will calculate the disaggregated input matrix DIM, the disaggregated output matrix
DOM and the disaggregated intra matrix DINM, respectively.
Disaggregated input matrix DIM

, represents all the input from common sectors

into the new sectors. It could be calculated by following the method introduced
above.
a∗i,N +k = ai,N +1 ,

for i = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . , n
∗
zi,N
zi,N +1
+k
=
∗
xN +k
xN +1
∗
zi,N
+k
∗
zi,N
+k
n
X

x∗N +k
=
zi,N +1
xN +1
= ρi,k zi,N +1

∗
zi,N
+k = zi,N +1

k=1
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(2)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Disaggregated output matrix DOM

, represents all possible output weights of new

sectors into common sectors. It could be calculated by
a∗N +k,i = wk,i ∗ aN +1,i ,

n
X

for i = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . , n

(3)

∗
zN
zN +1,i
+k,i
= wk,i
∗
xi
xi
∗
zN +k,i = wk,i zN +1,i

(10)

∗
zN
+k,i = zN +1,i

(11)

(9)

k=1
Intra matrix DINM

, represents the allocation of intra-industry sales in the new

sectors. It could be calculated by
a∗N +k,N +k0 = ρk aN +1,N +1 ,

for k = 1, . . . , n

(4)

a∗N +k,N +k0 x∗N +k0 xN + 1 = ρk aN +1,N +1 x∗N +k0 xN + 1

(12)

x∗N +k0
xN +1

(13)

a∗N +k,N +k0 x∗N +k0 = ρk aN +1,N +1 xN + 1
n
X

n
X

k=1

k0 =1

∗
zN
+k,N +k0 = ρk zN +1,N +1 ρk0

(14)

∗
zN
+k,N +k0 = zN +1,N +1

(15)

For the example in this paper, we have N =41, k = 9. The dimensions of the
matrices IM, OM and INM are 41*1, 1*41 and 1*1, respectively; the outcome of the
disaggregated matrices DIM, DOM and DINM have the dimensions of 41*9, 9*41 and
9*9, respectively.
The input

weight factor

ρ is a 1 by 9 matrix, which is given as


ρ = ρ1 ρ2 . . . ρ9

(1)

Since the production eciency of the new sectors will be aected by some of the
common sectors, the supply from these common sectors to the new sectors needs to
be manually allocated.
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The output

weight factor

w is the 9*41 matrix, which is given as


w11 w12 . . . w1,41
w21 w22 . . . w2,41 


w =  ..

 .

w91 w92 . . . w9,41

(2)

Reorganize the I-O table by moving the sector 23 to the last row and column of
the intermediate use part, and put the weight factors in the corresponding positions
as showing in Figure 3. The format of Figure 3 will be used to read the data from
the Excel le to Python.

Figure 3: Schematic example of Reorganized I-O Table
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2.3

Supporting Python Code

# ##############################################
## Import Site - Packages that will be used
import xlrd
# xlrd : extract data from Microsoft Excel spreadsheet files
import xlwt
# xlwt : create spreadsheet files compatible with Microsoft Excel files
import numpy as np
# Numpy : array processing for numbers , strings , records , and objects
# ##############################################
## Read data from Excel file
file_path = 'J :\\ Technical Documents \\ Disaggregating the Electricity Sector
\\ Chinese_National_IO_Table_2007 . xls '
workbook = xlrd . open_workbook ( file_path )
table = workbook . sheet_by_name ( ' sheet1 ') # read the data from ' sheet1 '
nrows = table . nrows # get the number of rows
ncols = table . ncols # get the number of columns
# ###############################################
## Calculate Disaggregate Input Matrix DIM and save it into the new Excel file
# Read data of matrix IM
IM = table . col_values (( ncols -10) ,0 ,( nrows -10))
# get the data of Input matrix at col ( ncols -10) from row (0) to row ( nrows -10)
arrayIM = np . array ( IM )
arrayIM . shape = (41 ,1)
# Read data of rho
rho = table . row_values (0 ,( ncols -9) , ncols )
# get the data of rho at row (0) from col ( ncols -9) to col ( ncols )
arrayrho = np . array ( rho )
arrayrho . shape = (1 ,9)
# Manually allocate rho of some of the common sectors
i_array = np . ones ((41 ,1)) # array with all elements as 1
newrho = np . dot ( i_array , arrayrho ) # with shape 41*9
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a = [1 ,2 ,10 ,22 ,23 ,25]
# the rows of the common sectors that needed to be manually allocated
for i in a :
MArho = table . row_values (i ,( ncols -9) , ncols )
# get the value of the manually allocated rho
newrho [i ] = MArho
# replace the value of the manually allocated rho to the newrho
# Manipulate matrix DIM
DIM = arrayIM * newrho
# Export the result into a new sheet
Result = xlwt . Workbook ()
sheet1 = Result . add_sheet ( ' Disaggregated_Input_Matrix ')
# Exprot the result to the sheet of ' Disaggregated_Input_Matrix '
for row , array in enumerate ( DIM ):
for col , value in enumerate ( array ):
sheet1 . write ( row , col , value )
## Calculate Disaggregate Output Matrix DOM and save it into the new Excel file
# Read data of matrix OM
OM = table . row_values (( nrows -10) ,0 ,41)
# get the data of Output matrix at row ( nrows -10) from col (0) to col (41)
# Read data of omega
omega_list = []
for i in range (( nrows -9) , nrows ): # set the range of omega
omega_data = table . row_values (i ,0 ,41) # get data at row i from col (0) to col (41)
omega_list . append ( omega_data ) # combine data together
omega = np . array ( omega_list ) # make omega as a matrix
# Manipulate matrix DOM
arrayOM = np . array ( OM ) # make OM as a matrix
diaOM = np . diag ( arrayOM ) # diagonalize matrix OM
DOM = np . dot ( omega , diaOM ) # Calculate matrix DOM
# Export the result into a new sheet
sheet2 = Result . add_sheet ( ' Disaggregated_Output_Matrix ')
# Exprot the result to the sheet of ' Disaggregated_Output_Matrix '
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for row , array in enumerate ( DOM ):
for col , value in enumerate ( array ):
sheet2 . write ( row , col , value )
## Calculate Intra Matrix DINM and save it into the new Excel file
# Read data of matrix INM
INM = table . cell (( nrows -10) ,( ncols -10)). value
# get the data of Intra matrix at the cell ( nrows -10) ,( ncols -10)
# Manipulate matrix DINM
arrayrhotrans = np . transpose ( arrayrho )
DINM = np . array ( INM * np . dot ( arrayrhotrans , arrayrho ))
# Export the result into a new sheet
sheet3 = Result . add_sheet ( ' Intra_Matrix ')
# Exprot the result to the sheet of ' Intra_Matrix '
for row , array in enumerate ( DINM ):
for col , value in enumerate ( array ):
sheet3 . write ( row , col , value )
name = 'J :\\ Technical Documents \\ Disaggregating the Electricity Sector
\\ RESULTS . xls '
# export file path .
Result . save ( name )
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